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The next part introduces the reader to the play â€œMacbethâ€• and its actions. This is in order to lead over to the
proper analysis where I will try to identify the play's.

With his wife gone and no hope of producing a prince, Macbeth sees what his unchecked ambition has cost
him: the loss of all he holds dear. Macbeth takes control of the future by making sure it will not occur but
whether killing an individual or sending servants. In combining these features Shakespeare has fashioned a
play of sustained and powerful emotion within an atmosphere that continually extends beyond the ordinary.
They are evil with cunning plans and predictions to create disorder and confusion. He was ready to destroy the
entire universe with himself. This contrast between good and evil is a recurring theme throughout Macbeth. In
this chapter of my paper I am going to introduce you to one of the three main forms of the Elizabethan World
Pictures: the chain of being. Macbeth is the story of a nobleman, who, while trying to fulfil a prophecy told to
him by three witches, murders his king to cause his ascensions to the throne of Scotland. Three witches
encounter Macbeth and address him as Thane of Cawdor and as the future king. To my mind his reaction is
one of a man who has to hide something bad. This analysis will be supported by further focus on the imagery
and the language which Shakespeare has used. The king's evil and its cure and the graces which hang about
the English throne are briefly described. When Macbeth is king, he does not use his authority cautiously. In
act IV, Macbeth gets additional information about the future from the apparitions who appear to be the witches
At the end of the play, Macbeth has achieved all he wanted, but has nothing. Shakespeare uses dramatic
settings in Macbeth. The killing of Macduff family is Macbeth first instinct after hearing that Macduff fled; in
attempt to hurt Macduff and try to protect what he can of his life. In the play, Macbeth commits regicide; the
most heinous of all crimes in Elizabethan times, in order to become king. The fear of death that Macbeth has is
very powerful. Power is the root of all evil. After the audience find out about the plan to murder Macduffs
family, there is then a scene which involves Lady Macduff and her sons talking about their father. This leading
thought is embodied all the way through the play.


